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Abstract. The spectrum of the infinitesimal generator of a

one-parameter group of unitary operators arising from a repre-

sentation of a semisimple Lie group is determined. The support of

the spectral measure depends only on whether the group is a group

of automorphisms of a bounded symmetric domain.

1. Let if be a (strongly) continuous unitary representation of a semi-

simple Lie group G on a separable Hubert space H. Let Cœ{Tl) denote the

set of all vectors v e H such that ïl(-)i; is a C"0 function on G. Then C^II)

is a dense linear subspace of H, and contains the dense set of analytic

vectors for the representation [6].

We denote the Lie algebra of G by g0. If x e g0, (n(exp(rx))) is a one-

parameter group of unitary operators and has a skew-adjoint infinitesimal

generator e¿n(;c). Thus îl(exp(tx))=e\p(t dU(x)), t e R. Also C^II) is

contained in the domain of dU(x), and is invariant under dU(x) for all

xeg0. Moreover, x—>-ifn(jc)|Cœ(II) defines a representation of g0 by

essentially skew-adjoint operators.

We shall examine the spectrum of the selfadjoint operator — idl\(x)

whenever exp(/x) satisfies a certain noncompactness condition explained

below. The information obtained will depend on G but not on II or x.

More precisely, if f XdEk is the spectral resolution of — i dU(x), C. C.

Moore [5] has shown that the projection valued measure £ is absolutely

continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, and its support is either

(—00, oo), (0, oo) or (-co, 0). In the first instance, we shall say —idfl(x)

has two-sided spectrum, while in the second and third instances we shall

say — idlT(x) has one-sided spectrum.

One's feeling, and this is borne out by our investigations, is that most

of the time we can expect a two-sided spectrum, and that a one-sided
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spectrum is a rather rare occurrence. Our principal result may be sum-

marized as follows: one-sided spectra occur only when G is a group of

automorphisms of a bounded symmetric domain.

This work was prepared under the direction of Calvin Moore, to whom

I am deeply indebted. I would also like to thank B. Kostant for making

available an outline of his proof of Proposition 3(ii).

2. If G is a semisimple Lie group, its adjoint group G* is the product

of a finite number of simple Lie groups G*. Let pt denote the projection

of G onto G*. If His a subgroup of G, then following C. C. Moore [5], we

say H is totally noncompact if pt(H) has noncompact closure in G* for

each i. If G is simple, we shall say, in the above case, that H is noncompact.

In this section and §3 we shall prove the following:

Theorem 1. Let W be a continuous irreducible unitary representation

of a connected simple Lie group, such that G is not a group of automor-

phisms of a bounded symmetric domain. Then if x e g0 generates a non-

compact one-parameter group (exp(rx)), — idU(x) has two-sided spectrum.

We first note that we can reduce questions about the spectrum of

— idW(x) for general elements x ega to analogous questions about

ad(x)-nilpotent elements.

Proposition 1. If Theorem 1 is valid for every x e g0 such that ad(x)

nilpotent, then it is valid for every x e g0 such that (exp('x)) is noncompact.

The proof of this proposition is essentially contained in [5].

We now introduce the principle method of demonstrating that ad-

nilpotent elements have two-sided spectra.

Definition. A Lie group G is of type F if for every ad-nilpotent

element x e g0, there exists an element 0 e G, such that Ad(0)x=— x.

In this case we say id flips x.

Our crucial proposition is the following

Proposition 2. Let G be a simple Lie group of type F, and let W be a

continuous irreducible unitary representation of G. Then the spectrum of

— idU(x) is two-sided for every ad-nilpotent element x e g0.

Proof. Suppose on the contrary that the spectrum of — idH(x) is

one-sided, say (0, oo), for some ad-nilpotent x e g0. Then (ip, — i dflix)y>)^.

0 for all rp e C°°(II). Now, by assumption, there exists 0 e G such that

Ad 0(x)=—x. Replacing xp above by Il(@)~1f, and using unitarity of II,

we obtain (rp, idl~l(x)y¡):^0 for all xpeCx(\~l). This contradicts our

original assumption about the spectrum of — id\l(x).   Q.E.D.
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We are now ready to implement Proposition 2 by determining a large

class of type F groups.

If A" is a compact semisimple Lie group, and £ is a maximal torus of K,

then the Weyl group W(K) is N(T)¡T, where NCT) is the normalizerof £.

We say -1 e WiK) if the automorphism t^t~l of £is in WiK).

Proposition 3.    The following groups are type F:

(i) All complex semisimple Lie groups.

(ii) Any real semisimple Lie group G for which —1 6 WiK).

Proof. Part (ii) is an unpublished result due to B. Kostant. As to the

proof of part (i), it is easy to verify that SL2iC) is of type F. Now let G

be any complex semisimple Lie group and let x be an ad-nilpotent element

of g0. By the Jacobson-Morosov Lemma [3] there exists a three-dimen-

sional noncompact subalgebra t0 of g0 which contains x. But /„ is the Lie

algebra of SL2iC) and the result follows immediately from the corre-

sponding fact for SL2iC).   Q.E.D.

It is now a simple matter to check when —1 e WiK) for a real semi-

simple Lie group. An examination of the list of all such groups G, [2],

reveals that —1 e WiK) in all but the following cases: S£„(£) for n = 2

(mod 4), SOip,q) for p,q=2 (mod 4), £6(2), E7i7), and any group of

automorphisms of a bounded symmetric domain. Thus by Propositions

1, 2, 3 we conclude that Theorem 1 is valid for all complex semisimple

Lie groups, and all but the above mentioned real semisimple Lie groups.

3. In this section we prove Theorem 1 for those groups not covered in

§2-

Proposition 4. Let G, If be as in Theorem 1. If x e g0 can be embedded

in a three-dimensional nilpotent algebra, with generators x, y and relations

[x, y]=z, [x, z}= [y, z]=0, then the spectrum of —i dllix) is two-sided.

Proof. 11 restricted to the nilpotent subgroup generated by x, y, z

decomposes as a direct integral of irreducible representations 11^, where

dUkiz) = ÀI. These representations fall into two classes [4]. First is a series

of one-dimensional representations when À=0. Second are infinite-

dimensional representations for X^O in which — idllxix) acts as the

differentiation operator on a space of square integrable Hubert space

valued functions on (— oo, oo). Thus for each A¿¿0, — idUxix) has two-

sided spectrum, and clearly the direct integral of such representations has

the same property. Finally, notice that the representations corresponding

to A = 0 cannot occur. For if c/nA(z) = 0, n|,.x|l(i2) contains the trivial one-

dimensional representation of (exp(/z)). But a lemma of Jacobson [3]

implies that z is ad-nilpotent. Thus (exp(cz)) is noncompact, and by [5],
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n must then contain a G-invariant vector. But 11 is irreducible, so this

cannot occur.    Q.E.D.

In order to apply Proposition 4, we prove

Proposition 5. Let G be a real simple Lie group with a split real Lie

algebra g0 of rank greater than one. Assume the Dynken diagram ofg0 has

no double bonds. Then any ad-nilpotent element x e g0, which is not the root

vector corresponding to the top root, can be embedded in a three-dimensional

nilpotent subalgebra {x,y, z) where [x,y] = z, [x, z]=\y, z] = 0.

Proof. Any nilpotent element of g0 is conjugate by an inner auto-

morphism of G to an element of «0, the nilpotent component ofg0 in the

Iwasawa decomposition. Thus we may and will assume that x e «0, and

hence x=^_xea, where a ranges over the set of positive roots in some

given order. Recall that the level of a root a=£ ^a,, «» simple roots, is

2 \kt\. Given x="2,cxex, choose a root of ß of highest level such that

[x, eß]^0. Clearly such roots exist since x is not the top root. Then

[x, ey]=0 if level(y)>level(/5). We assert x, eß, [x, eß] is the three-dimen-

sional nilpotent subalgebra.

For the rest of this proof, all sums will be over positive roots a such

that a+ß is a root. Now [x, eß] = ^ dx+ßex+ß, so

[[x, e„], e„] = 2 dx+ß[ex+ß, eß].

However, [ex+ß, eß]=0 for all «>0 since x+2ß is never a root in any

algebra whose Dynken diagram has no double bonds. Thus [[x, eß], eß]=0.

Next [[x,eß],x]=[2da+ßea:+ß,x] = 2dx+ß[ex+ß,x]. But level(a+/5)>

level(/9), hence [ex+„, x]=0 for all a>0. Thus [[x, eß], x] = 0.    Q.E.D.

Proposition 6. Theorem 1 is valid for SLn(R), all «>2, E6{2) and

£7(7)-

Proof. Observe first that Proposition 5 applies directly to SLn(R),

«>2 and £7(7). On the other hand, while the Lie algebra e6(2) of £6(2) is

the quasi-split real form, its nilpotent Iwasawa component is closely related

to that of the split real form, and a slight modification of the above

argument shows Proposition 5 valid in this case also. Thus by Propositions

4 and 5, any ad-nilpotent element of any of the above algebras which is

not cyey, where y is the top root, will have two-sided spectrum in any

representation dYl.

Suppose x=cyer Since the corresponding Lie algebras are simple,

there exists an element w of the Weyl group mapping y onto a simple root.

Now w defines an inner automorphism of g0 which conjugates ey to a root

vector corresponding to a simple root. But clearly any element conjugate

to an element with two-sided spectrum has two-sided spectrum.    Q.E.D.
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Finally, we complete the proof of Theorem 1 with the following

proposition.

Proposition 7. Theorem 1 is valid for all groups SOin,m), m^n,

n, m9^2.

Proof. If go=k0+h0+n0 is the Iwasawa decomposition of g0 [2],

then any ad-nilpotent element of g0 is conjugate by Ad G to an element

of n0. Thus it suffices to consider elements nu.

The proof requires two cases.

Case 1. m, n>2. It is readily verified in this case that each nilpotent

element of a basis for n0 can be flipped by a suitable diagonal element of

SOin, m)°, moreover the conjugating automorphisms may be chosen so

as to either flip or leave invariant the other basis elements. Writing

nilpotent elements as linear combinations of basis elements, we can show

by induction on the number of nonzero coefficients that any nilpotent

element has two-sided spectrum.

Case 2. SOin, 1), n = 3. Here we can show that every nilpotent element

can be flipped.    Q.E.D.

The above procedure breaks down for 50(2, 1), for there is no non-

trivial element of 50(1). Also observe that SOin, 1) is of type F for all

«_3, even when « = 2 (mod 4). Thus we have type F groups for which

— 1 ^ Weyl group of the maximal compact subgroup.    Q.E.D.

Finally observe that Theorem 1 may be extended from simple to semi-

simple Lie groups, and from irreducible to arbitrary unitary representa-

tions. The proof of the following is immediate.

Theorem 2. Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group such that no

simple factor of G* is a group of automorphisms of a bounded symmetric

domain. Let II be a continuous unitary representation of G with no G-

invariant vectors. Then if x e g0 generates a totally noncompact one-

parameter subgroup iexpitx)), — i dflix) has two-sided spectrum.

4. In this section we shall prove the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Let G be a connected simple Lie group of automorphisms

of a bounded symmetric domain. There exists an x e g0 such that —idll (x)

has one-sided spectrum for any representation II of the holomorphic

discrete series.

We begin with some algebraic preliminaries. Let G be a simple Lie

group of a bounded symmetric domain, with Lie algebra g0. Let gu =

k<,+h0+na be its Iwasawa decomposition, and let jç, k, n be the complexi-

fications ofgn, £,, n0. Then «=2ia "* ¡s tne root space decomposition of n,
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where oc ranges over a set of positive roots of a Cartan subalgebra hzz>h0

which do not vanish on «0. It is known [8] that the top root y of h does

not vanish on «0, and so (ey)^n. Clearly, we also have (ey)ç z(n), where

z(n) denotes the center of«.

Let o denote the conjugate linear involution of g fixing g0. A simple

computation shows that ey and o(ey) are both root vectors of y, and since

the root spaces of h are one dimensional, we must have o(ey)=cey, for

some constant c. But as a is an involution, its eigenvalues are ±1. Thus

either o(ey) = ey, and eyeg0, or o(iey) = iey, and ieyeg0. Thus either ey

or iey is contained in z(n0)=z(n)C\g0.

Now let z be the element of {ey,iey} contained in z(n0). Let A =

exp «„. If a e A, it is immediate that Ad(a)z=ey{x)z, a=exp(x), so that

{Ad(a)z|a e A} = {t ■ z\a\l t>0).

Proof of Theorem 2. Let U be any representation of the holomorphic

discrete series for G, as constructed by Harish-Chandra [1]. Let N be the

nilpotent subgroup of G with Lie algebra «0, so that AN is a Borel sub-

group. Vergne and Rossi [7] have shown that U\AN is a multiple of an

irreducible representation n of AN. Consider now n^. Since /Vis normal

in AN, n|v decomposes as a direct integral of irreducible representations

of TV; n| V = J0 nA dA where 0 is an orbit of A in the dual of N [4]. Observe

that dUA is scalar on (z).

Finally consider 11 restricted to (exp('z)). We have n|exp(i2) = jn Ux dX,

where Ux(e\p(tz))=e'x(z), X a linear functional on (z), and D an orbit of

(z)*, the dual of (z), under the dual action of A. Here of course Ux is just

the restriction of IIA to (exp(rz)).

Now let p denote the dual representation of A on (z)*. If X0 e ii,

a=exp(x)eA, we have p(a)X0(z)=X0(ad(a-1)z)=X0(e-y(x)z) = e-y{x)X0(z),

from which it is clear that D. = {cX0:c>0}. Hence the spectrum of —idU(z)

is {cA0(z):c>0} and is thus either (— oo, 0) or (0, oo). This completes the

proof of Theorem 3.
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